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Background

• Participation in co-curricular programmes is an integral part of the 
student life (Kuh, 2001)

• Complement curriculum (Sterling & Kerr, 2015)

• Create high impact (Kuh, 2008)

• Service Learning, Community-Based Learning 
• “give students direct experience with issues they are studying in the curriculum and 

with ongoing efforts to analyze and solve problems in the Community” (Kuh, 2008)

• Apply + reflect

• Impact the community

• Student perspective



Aim

To enrich students’ learning experience in environmental issues and 
enhance students’ holistic well-being:

• To expand students’ subject knowledge

• To improve students’ skills
• Adaptability 

• Problem-solving

• Teamwork

• Leadership

• Multicultural understanding

• To provide opportunities for students to impact the society

• To foster students’ global citizenship



• Organizers
• Chinese YMCA of Hong Kong

• Xian YMCA

• MSc in Environmental Management programme (MSc ENVM), HKU

• Youth League Committee Dingbian County

• Locations
• Dingbian County (定邊縣), Shanxi Province

• Ningxia Hui Automomous Region

• Participation fee (7 days)
• HK$2,920

Map of China



MSc ENVM

UG

MSc ENVM

UG

Participants

9 HKU students



Participants

• YMCA Youth members
• HK, Macau, Taipei, Taichung, Guangzhou, Tianjin, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Nanjin, Xiameng, Wuhan, Xian

• Youth from Dingbian County

>100 youth participants



Timeline

• Pre-trip training
• July 2018

• During trip
• 29 July to 4 August 2018

• Post-trip
• Until end of November 2018



How students enrolled & their tasks
Optional + relevant to curriculum

Not under any course ENVM7018 Environmental Field Studies 
(3 credits)

ENVM8015 Directed Studies in ENVM 
(6 credits)

Video
Self-

reflection

Study guide / FB 
page & FB Live

Presentation to HKU 
fellow students

Presentation 
to YMCA staff

+

+

+

Climate change 

Desertification

Global citizenship

Knowledge exchange

3+1 Is
Internationalization
Cross-cultural encounters

Innovation
Use of social media for learning

Interdisciplinarity
Partner with a social NGO and government

IMPACT
For the betterment of the world



Pre-trip training (July 2018)

Left: Prof. Leung Wing Mo, former Assistant Director of HKO
Right: Mr. Yang Kut-si, visiting lecturer of School of Journalism & Communication, CUHK

Drama rehearsal

Visit to climate change museum

Climate change museum

Climate change museum



During the trip (29 July – 4 Aug)

• Lead and build a team

• Train the participants



Student-led workshops on climate change





Prepare for teaching children in a remote school

Team up & lead a team



Outreach to Bainijing Town Central Primary School 
(白泥井鎮中心小學) - morning



Lunch



Afternoon





• 100+ camp participants
• 150+ primary school students



Plant trees at Mu Su Desert (毛烏素沙漠）

Pinus sylvestris (樟子松) & 
Pinus tabulaeformis (油松)

>700 pine trees



Plant trees at Baiyu Mountain (白于山）

Loess plateau (黃土高原)

Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region 
(寧夏回族自治區)



Build sand-protection barrier

1. Dig a hole 
2. Put in pine seedlings 
3. Cover the hole with sand 
4. Add 1-2 buckets of water
5. Build sand-protection barrier

Pedocal layer will form on soil 
surface through calcification 



Trek in Tenggeli Desert (騰格里沙漠)





Support each other



Cultural night



Students’ reflection



*Step out of my comfort zone 

“From the get go, this trip has forced me to venture out of my comfort 
zone and challenged me to rethink familiar issues from a whole new 
perspective.”



Step out of my comfort zone

“I used to study and worked in UK and I rarely speak mandarin, but this 
is my first time in my life to get to know more friends in a day by 
speaking lots of mandarin! This not only makes me feel that my 
Mandarin is capable, in the process of mutual communication, we are 
willing to share the uniqueness of our living and it is very rewarding! 



*Evaluate myself, make adjustment to impact others
“……9 of us really struggled to condense 
the huge topic of climate change within a 
20-minute presentation…... With the help 
of tough comments and many sessions 
of trial-and-error, ……we downplayed 
the academic and data-based approach 
that we were accustomed to.”

“With so much thought put into this presentation, it was extra rewarding
when our local audience in Ding Bian told us that they have never learnt about 
climate change in such a down-to-earth approach before and that they felt 
more empowered to combat climate change after listening to us because they 
now know that their choices have a direct influence on climate change.”



*Self reflection and broadened appreciation
“When I stepped into the classroom, I felt a simple and plain learning 
atmosphere! ……I was shocked! At the same time, when each student continued 
to hold a naive look and attitude to respond to our volunteers, there was a tear 
dropped in my heart! What is the motivation to make them happy from this 
simplicity or restricted life? Can life really be so simple? That day, I was not only 
able to see the students listened carefully to the environmental information we 
promoted to them, I also saw love, relationships and unconditional pay! 



Intercultural understanding on my discipline

“What environmental problem could you think of?......The girl’s answer 
surprised me. She said it is cutting down trees and soil erosion……I asked 
my son and daughter what environmental problems they could think of. 
Their answers were air pollution, waste management problem and global 
warming, etc. I believe one of the main reasons [for such different 
answers] is the different environment in which they live.”



*Communication & collaboration
“Talking to others with such diverse backgrounds really broadened my 
horizon as it would be difficult for me to think from perspectives that 
were so different from me.”

“I also had better skills in communicating and 
coordinating with my peers. For example, for the 
children activities, one of us held the booth while 
another one managed the queue and ensured no 
cutting in line happened.”……“For planning trees, 
my groupmates and I had to carry the trees and the 
water buckets on the slope, which was very tired. 
We helped each other when others needed help.”



Appreciate other cultures

“……Their commitment amazed me and the results in combating 
desertification was remarkable. New villages were now built on land 
that were once inhabitable due to serious desertification…The locals of 
Ding Bian showed me what humans are capable of achieving with the 
‘Can-do’ attitude and priorities in solving environmental issues.” 



Cultural exchange

“I cannot express how thankful I am to have met wonderful 
companions in this trip. Both my fellow classmates and my teammates 
were so supportive and friendly. The other YMCA participants from 
China, Taiwan, and Macau were all passionate in their service, willing 
to share their own culture and open-minded to new cultures and 
experiences.”



Knowledge exchange

“I made a lot of friends from different regions and we were able to 
share different point of views about environmental issues, which 
broadened my horizons and enlightened me a lot throughout the 
journey.” 



*Being a responsible global citizen
“The trip also let me know that it is important to plant a 
plant but it is more essential to ‘plant a seed inside the 
heart of every single participant’ so that we can spread 
the message and share what we witnessed to more 
people.” 

“……We don’t just want to plant the trees in front of us, 
we have to plant the trees in other people’s lives. It 
turned out the purpose of planting trees, and this was 
not only limited to understand the issues of extreme 
climate and desertification but also to build love with 
each other through mutual exchange, sharing, 
cooperation and care about the people who is in needed 
or who is less willing to share their own.”



*Global mindset

“Staying in hometown could not enrich my mind but keeping me from 
new insights. Knowing how do other people work is critical if you really 
want to be a successful person, or even a future leader. Being aware of 
the ever changing global issues can bring me new ideas and allow me 
to follow to the trend closely. The world needs everyone to protect, 
instead of one or a few countries.” 



Global citizenship
“Walking in Tengger desert highlighted the whole field trip……I 
wondered how Mother Nature created all these. Another question 
that came to my mind at that moment was how fragile the nature is 
since it is so susceptible to human destruction. It is easier to create a 
desert than a forest. It reminds me to always protect the Earth 
because we only have one.”



Advocacy for the improvement of our environment

“Everything needs a pioneer. If we can 
take the lead in environmental 
protection, we will raise the awareness 
of people around us and involve more 
people.”



Mindset – local vs global

“While we do not really feel the environmental problems in Hong Kong, 
we do contribute to them, especially global problems like climate 
change.”



*Attitudinal and behavioural change

• Prior to this field trip, in my opinion, climate change is very distant, 
…… in short nothing related to me. However after listening to my 
groupmates presentation about climate change and visiting the 
climate change museum in CUHK, I not only had a better 
understanding about climate change, …… but also I realized that my 
daily habits could actually worsen the climate change…… From then 
on, I have been making an effort to change my habits.”



*Sustainability

“The battle to protect the environment does not just rely on our 
generation but also future generations.”



How students enrolled & their tasks
Optional + relevant to curriculum

Not under any course ENVM7018 Environmental Field Studies 
(3 credits)

ENVM8015 Directed Studies in ENVM 
(6 credits)

Video
Self-

reflection

Study guide / FB 
page & FB Live

Presentation to HKU 
fellow students

Presentation 
to YMCA staff

+

+

+

Climate change 
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Knowledge exchange

3+1 Is
Internationalization
Cross-cultural encounters

Innovation
Use of social media for learning

Interdisciplinarity
Partner with a social NGO and government

IMPACT
For the betterment of the world

5 students



Videos produced by students

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdkyo6VrxHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6DBdjXoRg4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdkyo6VrxHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6DBdjXoRg4


Reflection



• Write articles related to the themes
• Scientific-based
• Reach the general public
• Knowledge sharing



Study guide



Presentation to YMCA staff



Presentation to classmates



1. Reflection

2. Video making: 

Climate change

3. Study guide:

Climate change

4. Presentation:

Climate change

Student 1

1. Reflection

2. Video making: 

Desertification

3. Study guide:

Desertification

4. Presentation:

Environmental 

education

Student 2

1. Reflection

2. Video making: 

Climate change

3. Study guide:

Global citizenship

4. Presentation:

Global citizenship & 

Follow up actions

Student 3

1. Reflection

2. Video making: 

Desertification

3. Facebook page

4. Presentation:

Desertification & 

biodiversity

Student 4

1. Reflection

2. Video making: 

Climate change

3. Facebook page

4. Presentation:

Introduction

Student 5



What’s next?
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Thank you!


